In this paper the problem of system equivalence is tackled for a rather general class of linear time-invariant systems. We consider AR-systems described by linear continuous shift-invariant operators with finite memory, acting on Frechet-signal spaces, containing the space £(lR) of infinitely differentiable functions on lR. This class is in one-one correspondence with matrices of suitable sizes over the convolution algebra £' (lR) of all compactly supported distributions. Using some deep results from the theory of Frechet spaces, various necessary and sufficient conditions for system equivalence and system inclusion are formulated. It is shown that a surjectivity demand on the system defining convolution operator matrix is necessary and sufficient for being able to translate the problem of system equivalence into division properties over the convolution algebra £' (lR). This surjectivity condition is guaranteed if the system defining matrix over £'(lR) has a right-inverse over 1)'(lR), the space of all Schwartz distributions.
Introduction
In the behavioral approach to dynamical systems, introduced by J.C. Willems (see e.g. [WI] , [W2] ), a system is described by a triple (T, W, B) . Here T is the time-axis, W is the space in which the signals take their values, and B-the behavior-is a subset of the signal space W T : it consists of all time-trajectories satisfying the laws governing the system. In the behavioral philosophy, it is the behavior that characterizes a system. Therefore properties of the system (such as reachability, observability) should be defined as properties of the behavior. To test a property one often derives an equivalent condition on the laws governing the system, that is verified more easily.
In the behavioral setup, a linear time-invariant system is considered as a behavior that is a closed linear shift-invariant subspace of the signal space W T , where W is assumed to be a vector space. For discrete-time systems, Le. for systems with signal space (lR.q)Z, it has been
shown (see e.g. [WI, Prop. 4.IA, p. 232] ) that this condition is equivalent with the existence of an AR-representation, i.e. the laws governing the system are described by a set of linear difference equations in q variables. A similar result is not valid for continuous-time systems.
In [S4] an extensive treatment is given, why in continuous time a closed linear shift-invariant and locally specified behavior does not necessarily admit an AR-representation consisting of a set of ordinary linear differential equations. A counterexample proving this statement was already obtained by Hormander (personal communication to J.C. Willems (see [W2, p.279]) ).
In this paper we study linear time-invariant systems in continuous time from the opposite point of view. We postulate the existence of a generalized type of AR-representation: we study autoregressive systems, represented by the kernel of a continuous linear shift-invariant operator with finite memory. This is the class of what we call (AR)-convolution systems. Among the numerous examples is the set of all delay-systems, described by a set of linear differential-difference equations with point-and distributed time-delays.
For this extensive class of linear time-invariant systems we study the problem of system equivalence: when is the behavior of an AR-representation contained in, or equal to the behavior of an other AR-representation? In full generality this question is difficult to answer, but if the continuous linear shift-invariant ,operator characterizing the behavior maps surjectively onto the signal space, an elegant solution exists. In addition to this solution, we present a large class of operators, satisfying the surjectivity condition. It contains for example all delay-differential operators with poiryt-, and a specific type of distributed time-delays.
In the literature, dynamical systems described by convolution equations have been studied quite extensively, for example by Kamen ([K3] , [K4] ) and Yamamoto ([YI] , [Y2] ). However, the behavioral approach of the present paper is rather different. Originally it was inspired by the work of Gliising-Liierssen in [G-L] on system equivalence for delay-differential systems with commensurable point delays. In [Hl] a general framework for the study of system equivalence for AR-systems over rings was introduced. This abstract algebraic setup was applied in the solution of the problem of system equivalence for delay-differential systems with incommensurable point delays. The algebraic framework of AR-systems over rings is also used in the present paper, but now the emphasis is on the functional analytic part of the problem. It turns out that classical results on mean periodic functions and their Fourier transforms, developed in the fifties by Schwartz (see [S2] ) , Kahane ([Kl] , [K2] ), Malgrange ([M] ), and Ehrenpreis ([EI] ) have important applications in the theory of linear systems. The goal of the present paper is not merely to find a solution to the problem of system equivalence. Its main contribution is the establishment of a framework for the study of a general class of linear time-invariant AR-systems. For this purpose, the combination of ideas from the behavioral approach with classical results on mean periodic functions proves to be a successful mixture. It shows that the relationship between differential equations and their Fourier (or Laplace) transforms, one of the main tools in the study of ordinary linear systems, extends to the class of convolution systems. Although the mathematical background becomes more involved, the intuition gained in the finite-dimensional case turns out to be a useful guide in this far more general setting.
The paper is organized as follows. We start by fixing the signal space by£(JR.), the space of infinitely differentiable functions, and give an exact definition of a convolution system with respect to this signal space. It is shown that convolution systems may be considered as ARsystems over the ring £'(JR.). Here £'(JR.) denotes the convolution algebra of all distributions with compact support. In Section 2 we establish this relationship. The rest of this section has a preliminary character: we fix our notations and introduce the Fourier transformation for elements of £/(JR.).
In Section 3 we focus on monovariable AR-systems. Using Fourier transforms we characterize the kernels of continuous linear shift-invariant operators. With this result, the problem of system equivalence is translated into division properties of the Fourier transforms of the system defining operators. Thus system equivalence is characterized in terms of a divisibility condition over the convolution algebra £' (lR.). This result is not completely satisfactory, because we would also like to characterize system inclusion by divisibility conditions over the convolution algebra £'(JR.). Moreover, we want to extend these results to multivariable convolution systems. Unfortunately this is not always possible. In Section 4 we will show that this extension is feasible if the linear time-invariant operator representing the behavior is surjective. In fact, in most practical situations this surjectivity condition is necessary and sufficient to establish the correspondence between divisibility in £'(lR.) and system equivalence.
This result on system equivalence induces a new question: when is a continuous linear " , shift-invariant operator surjective? This difficult question was studied in several works of Ehrenpreis (see e.g. [E2] and [E3] ). In [E3, p. 523 ] a necessary and sufficient condition for surjectivity in terms of Fourier transforms was derived, but this condition is of limited importance, because it is difficult to verify in most practical examples. In this paper we do not intend to address the surjectivity issue in great generality; instead we look at it from a rather pragmatic point of view. In Section 5 we first present several sufficient conditions for surjectivity, whose verification is straightforward in most practical situations. By combining these conditions, we introduce the notion ofbi-invertibility. Although this property is stronger than surjectivity, it has the advantage that the proof of surjectivity for these operators is completely constructive. Moreover, the degree of freedom available in this construction yields an alternative characterization of the kernel of the system-defining operator. Furthermore, a large class of bi-invertible operators is identified. In this way it is shown that all delaydifferential operators with point delays and a specific type of distributed time-delays are surjective.
The results on surjectivity developed in Section 5 are restricted to the class of monovariable convolution systems. In Section 6 we show that these results may be generalized to the multivariable case. This is done in two different ways. First we use a slightly modified version of the method used in [HI, Section 4 ] to extend monovariable results on system equivalence to the multivariable case. Secondly we propose an alternative, more direct approach to test the surjectivity of the system-defining operator in a multivariable setting. Both methods lead to a constructive method to verify whether the behaviors of two system representations are equivalent.
So far, all results have been obtained for the fixed signal space £(JR. 
(1) 
Without causing any confusion, the same notation at is used simultaneously for different values of m. If X is a solution of the system of equations (1), the same is true for every shifted version atX of x. Therefore the behavior described by (1) is shift-invariant. Additionally this behavior has finite memory, which means that the following property is satisfied. 
Stated differently, a [F] is the operator that maps x E £(IR) to the convolution of F and x, where F denotes the reflection of F, (so F(s) =F( -s) if F is a function). Usually, this convolution is denoted by P * x, but with the present notation, the introduction of P is avoided. It may be verified that for every x E £(IR) the function y = a [F] x is again an element of £(IR) (see e.g. [R2, p. 63] ).
Example 2.4 Consider the distributions 0 7 (7 E IR) and 0 0 in £'(IR) defined by 
To prove the opposite direction, let F E £(JR). Since the linearity of O" [F] is obvious, we only prove shift-invariance and continuity. Let x E £(JR) and t, s E JR, then 
Proof: Combining Definition 2.3 and Definition 2.6 we obtain (F*G)( Proof: Let w E C. Then application of Lemma 2.7 and formula (6) yields:
(8)
•
We conclude that the Fourier transformation is a homomorphism from the convolution algebra (£'(IR), *, +) to the function algebra H (C) 
However, the set of all polynomials is a dense subset of the Frechet space C(lR); this follows from the Weierstrass Approximation Theorem (see e.g [K5, p. 280] ) in combination with the topology on C(lR) (uniform convergence on all compact subsets of lR). Therefore (9) impl,ies that L = 0, and thus F = O.
• Note that the Fourier transformation F : £'(lR) --+ H(C) is not surjective: not every holomorphic function is the Fourier transform of an element of £'(lR). The functions FF with F E £' (lR) satisfy a growth condition, that is specified in the next definition.
Definition 2.11 The Paley-Wiener algebra PW (C) consists of all functions f E H(C), for which there exist C, a> 0 and N E N U {O}, all depending on f, such that for all wE C:
Stated differently: PW (C) consists of all holomorphic functions of exponential type, that are polynomially bounded on the real axis.
As suggested by its name, the Paley-Wiener algebra describes exactly those holomorphic functions that are Fourier transforms of elements of £'(JR.):
• For a proof of this fundamental result we refer to the classical sources [S3, p. 271] or [E1, p. 156] . In particular these proofs imply that if a function f E PW(C) satisfies inequality (10), then f = FF, where F E £'(JR.) is a distribution with support contained in [-a,a] . So the exponential growth rate of If(w)1 is determined by the support of the distribution F corresponding to f. • Since the algebras (A, +, 0), (£'(JR.) , +, *), and (PW (C) , +,.) are commutative, they may alternatively be considered as integral domains (the existence of an identity and the absence of zero divisors is trivial). Therefore the class of AR-convolution systems fits into the framework of AR-systems over rings, described in [Hl] . In this setup, the signal space £(lR), is regarded as a module over the ring £'(JR.) (or equivalently over A or PW (C) ), by defining the product of FE £'(JR.) and x E £(JR.) as F· x := a [F] x. Since the mapping of an element F E £'(lR) to the corresponding convolution operator a [F] is an isomorphism, all axioms for £(JR.) to be a module over £' (JR.) are automatically satisfied.
The framework of AR-systems over rings is now used to extend the results on convolution systems from the monovariable case (signal space £(lR); only one AR-equation involved) to the multivariable case (signal space £(lR)m with mEN; several AR-equations). In this setup, a matrix P E £'(lR)nxm is turned into an operator alP] : £(lR)m --+ £(lR)n by replacing each entry Pij of P by the corresponding operator a [pij] . Then ker(a[PJ) is the behavior of the AR-system corresponding to P. The equivalence of the class of AR-systems over the ring £' (lR) and the class of convolution systems as defined in Definition 2.2, is obtained by the straightforward generalization of Theorem 2.5 to the multivariable case: Proposition 2.14 L : £(lR)m --+ £(lR)n is a continuous linear shift-invariant operator if and only if the exists a matrix P E £'(lR)nxm such that L = alP] Proof: Since the "if" part follows directly from Theorem 2.5, we only prove the "only if" part.
Let L : £(lR)m --+ £(lR)n be a continuous linear shift-invariant operator, and let for i = 1, ... ,n and j = 1, ... ,m, ei and ej denote the i-th and j-th unit vector, respectively.
Define the operator L ij :
Then it is obvious that L ij is a continuous linear shift-invariant operator from £(lR) to £(lR),
hence by Theorem 2.5 there exists a Pij E £'(lR) such that Lij = a[piiJ.
Let P E £'(lR)nxm denote the matrix with Pij as i,j-th entry, and let
• Completely analogously, the convolution product of Definition 2.6, Lemma 2.7, and the Fourier transformation (defined entry-wise by (FP)ij = FPij) , may be generalized to the multivariable case.
Lemma 2.15 Let P E £'(lR)nxm and Q E £'(lR)mxT. Then
• Remark 2.16 Note that for any F E £'(lR) the kernel of the corresponding operator a [F] has finite memory, and that the memory span of this behavior is equal to the length of the support of F. Since the behavior of a convolution system may be written as the kernel of an operator alP], with P E £(lR)nxm, this indicates that an AR-convolution system has always finite memory. The memory span of the system is determined by the exponential growth rates of the Fourier transforms of the entries of the matrix P.
3 System equivalence -the monovariable case Given a matrix P E E'(IR)nxm, the behavior B(P) of the corresponding autoregressive convolution system is given by
So the behavior of P is the closed shift-invariant subspace of E(IR)m, consisting of all solutions of the n-tuple of convolution equations in m variables, described by the matrix P. Obviously, given a matrix P E E'(IR)nxm, the corresponding behavior ker(a[P]) is uniquely determined.
Note however, that the opposite is not true: the same behavior may be characterized by different system representations.
Definition 3.1 Let P E E/(IR)n1xm and Q E E/(IR)n 2 xm be system representations of the behaviors B(P) and B(Q) in E(IR)m, respectively. Then these system representations are
For systems described by a set of ordinary linear differential equations, the property of system equivalence may be translated into division properties among the matrices characterizing the system. For this type of systems, the behavior is described by a matrix of polynomials in the differentiation operator 1ft. It is well known that two system representations P and Q of full row rank are equivalent if and only if there exists a unimodular polynomial matrix U such that Q = U· P. In [G-L] and [HI] this result was extended to time-delay systems with commensurable and incommensurable delays, respectively. In the present paper we study the problems of system equivalence and system inclusion for the class of convolution systems. Under some mild conditions on the system defining matrices, we will show how the usual division relations among equivalent system representations may be recovered for this class of systems. Our approach is based on similar ideas used in [HI] , to tackle the problem of system equivalence for systems over rings.
In this section we confine ourselves to the scalar case, so we only consider systems with one variable, whose evolution is described by a convolution operator a [F] : E(IR) -----7 E(IR), with F E E' (IR). In this rather simple situation, the main difficulty of the problem of system equivalence is not present, and a straightforward solution exists: system equivalence is described by division properties of the Fourier transforms over the ring H(C) of analytic functions. The solution for multivariable systems is postponed to Section 4. There we will
show that surjectivity of the convolution operator characterizing the behavior is a necessary and sufficient condition to recover the relationship between system equivalence and division properties over the ring E'(IR).
Let F E E'(IR), and consider the corresponding behavior B(F). First we show how this behavior may be characterized in terms of Bohl functions, using the Fourier transform of F. For this purpose we need the following result on the structure of closed shift-invariant subspaces of the Frechet space E(IR). It is based on the works of Schwartz ([82] ) and Kahane ([KI] , [K2] ), but the present formulation is taken from de Rijcke ([R2, p. 68]).
Theorem 3.2 A closed linear subspace V of E(IR) is shift-invariant if and only if there exists a countable set~C C and a mapping N
:~-----7 N such that V = span{ew,j I w E~, j = 1, ... ,N(w)}.
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• According to Theorem 3.2, every closed linear shift-invariant subspace is completely characterized by the Bohl functions ew,j contained in it. (7) 
Corollary 3.3 Let V and W be closed linear shift-invariant subspaces of [(ffi.). Then V e W if and only if
Proof: The inclusion "e" follows directly from (12), Corollary 3.3, and the fact that [F] ) is closed, the inclusion ":::::>" is obvious.
ker(a[F]) is closed. On the other hand, formula (12) implies that ker(a[F])
• Using Corollary 3.3 and formula (12), the problem of system inclusion for convolution systems is easily translated into division properties of the corresponding Fourier transforms.
ker(a[G]) if and only if ;~E H(C).
Proof:
A zero w of F F of multiplicity j is also a zero of FG of multiplicity
where we used Corollary 3.3 in the first, and formula (12) in the second step.
• Applying Proposition 3.5 in two directions, we obtain the following result on system equivalence in the scalar case.
Theorem 3.6 Let F, G be two nonzero elements of ['(ffi.). Then ker(a[F]) = ker(a[G]) if and only if one of the following two equivalent conditions is satisfied: (i) ;~E H(C) and ;~E H(C).
(ii) There exist C E C\ {O} and T E IR such that:
(w E C), (14) or, stated differently, in terms of the convolution algebra (['(IR), +, *) and the algebra of convolution operators (A, +, 0), respectively:
(15) (16) Proof: Condition (i) is a straightforward application of Proposition 3.5, and also the impli-
If both~~and~~are entire functions, it is obvious that~~has no zeros in the complex 
Stated differently, there exist aCE C and a, T E IR such that
(w E C).
(17)
We will show that a = O.
Since FF, FG E PW (C) , there exist C l , C 2 E IR and N l , N 2 EN such that for all x E 1R:
On the other hand, we know from (17) that FG(w) = FF(w)· t:e-aWeiWT, for all wE C, and thus for all x E IR we have
w) . FG( -w).
Assume that a > O. Then for all x > 0:
and thus 1¢(x)1 tends exponentially to zero for x -+ 00. In a similar way we have for all x < 0: so I¢(x) I tends exponentially to zero for x --+ -00. The same considerations remain valid if
Combining two results from [GS] (Chapter IV, Section 7, Theorem 1 (based on the PhragmenLindelof Theorem) and Theorem 2), this implies that there exist a, /J > 0 and K 3 E IR such that for all w = x + iy E C:
So ¢ is an element of the space Sp, that was introduced in [GS, Chapter IV] , and consists of all entire functions satisfying the growth condition given in (18) for certain a, /J > 0 and K 3 E R However, according to [GS, Chapter IV, Section 8] , the space Sp is trivial, i.e. it only consists of the zero function. We conclude that ¢ = O.
Summarizing, if a in (17) is nonzero, then ¢, and thus :FG are identically zero, contradicting the assumption of the theorem. So a = 0 and the proof is complete.
_
In Theorem 3.6, the problem of system equivalence for scalar convolution systems is translated into division properties of the system representations F and G over the ring £'(IR). For F, G E £'(IR), the behaviors B(F) and B (G) are identical if and only if there exists a unit So, f (ft) may be transformed into g( ft) by premultiplication with a polynomial in the differentiation operator. For convolution systems, the problem of system inclusion is more intricate. For F, G E £'(IR), we know from Proposition 3.5 that system inclusion is equivalent with division properties of the corresponding Fourier transforms over the ring H(C) of holomorphic functions. Since PW(C)~H (C) , and the rings £'(IR) and PW (C) are isomorphic, this does not guarantee the existence of an H E £I(IR) such that G = H * F. Therefore, division over H (C) cannot be given an interpretation within our framework of convolution systems. This problem is solved in the next section, where for multivariable convolution systems, the relationship between system inclusion and division over £1 (IR) is recovered. These results have also important implications for scalar convolution systems.
Frechet spaces. As indicated in Section 3, it is our goal to relate system inclusion with division properties over E'(lR). We will derive a necessary and sufficient condition under which this relationship is established. In most practical situations, this condition comes down to surjectivity of the convolution operator, representing the behavior. More generally, we have the following result:
Theorem 4.1 Let P E E'(lR)nxm, and let PI,'" ,P n E E'(lR)m be the rows of P. The E'(lR)-module in E'(lR)m, generated by the rows of P, is denoted by (PI, ... ,Pn) 
) c E(lR)m, and define the polar MO of M by'
Then the following statements are equivalent:
£I(IR) is a closed subspace of E'(lR)m with respect to the weak-star-topology on E' (lR) m, induced by the topology on E(lR) m .
Statement (ii) of Theorem 4.1 is exactly the property we are interested in: it relates system inclusion with division over E'(lR). ·Note that the equivalence in (ii) may be replaced by the implication
because the other implication is always satisfied: if Q = T * P and O" [P] 
Proof of Theorem 4.1: (i) ===? (ii) : Let V = Range (O" [P] ) , and assume that V is closed.
Then V is a closed, linear, shift-invariant subspace of the Frechet space E(lR)n, so V is a Frechet space itself~e.g. [~p. 49] 
are well-defined. Since ker (O"[P] ) is a closed linear subspace of the Frechet space E(lR)m,the quotient space--0lR)m /~O" [P] ) is a Frechet space too (see e.g. [R3, Theorem 1.4 .10]). Furthermore, dP] and O" [Q] are continuous linear operators, because of the Open-MappingTheorem, and the contin~y of O" [P] and O" [Q] .
By the definition of O" [P] , this operator is both injective and surjectiv~ndtherefore the Inverse-Mapping-Theorem (see e.g. [R3, Theorem 2.3 .2]) implies that O" [P] has an inverse
, that is linear and continuous. Define the linear continuous operator L :
, and (II) L is shift-invariant.
--.
--1 Using (I) , and the fact that O" [P] and O" [Q] are shift-invariant, we obtain
For this purpose, we consider the continuous linear operator
Since V is a closed linear subspace of E(JR)n, we may apply the Hahn-Banach-Theorem (see e.g. [SI, p. 47] ) to extend T to a continuous linear operator T :
, and thus Q = T * P.
(ii) ¢:=::? (iii): First we observe that MO may be written as
because the subspace M is shift-invariant. Indeed, Q(x) = 0 for all x E M, if and only if
Furthermore, property (ii) is equivalent to the equality
Combining (19) and (20) 
where we used Lemma 2.15 (iii) in the last step. We see that the adjoint alP], is given by alP], (T) = T * P.
The adjoint a [P] ' is weak-star-continuous, and its range (PI, ... ,P n ) £1 (IR) is weak-star-closed, according to assumption (iv) .
At this point we may use a fundamental theorem of Dieudonne and Schwartz (see [DS, Theoreme 7] ), indicating that the range of a continuous linear map of a Frechet space X into a Frechet· space Y is closed if and only if the range of its adjoint is weak-star-closed in the dual space X'. For a proof of this result we refer to [SI, Section IV.7] . Applying this result to the continuous linear map alP] and its adjoint alP]"~we conclude that
is a closed subspace of £(IR)n.
• According to [DS, Theoreme 7] • The surjectivity condition on the convolution operator o- [P] means that for every y E £(lR)n, the inhomogeneous convolution equation o-[P]x = y has a solution x E £(lR)m. For the problem of system equivalence and inClusion, a surjectivity condition is not unusual. In the Classical case of linear differential systems, the fact that every inhomogeneous ordinary linear differential equation has a solution, is used in the transition of system inClusion results from the mono-to the multivariable case. Here we have shown that for convolution systems with an AR-representation P of full row rank, surjectivity of the corresponding convolution operator o-[P] is a necessary and sufficient condition for the characterization of system inClusion by division properties over the ring £'(IR [E3] , and [H3, Theorem 3.10]' respectively. Although most nonzero convolution operators that are of practical interest turn out to be surjective, an easily verifiable condition for surjectivity does not exist. In the next section we will consider this issue from a pragmatic point of view and characterize a large Class of surjective scalar convolution operators, inCluding all differential-difference operators with point delays. In Section 6 we will derive some techniques how these results may be generalized to the multivariable case, under the condition that the system representation matrix P E £'(lR)nxm is of full row rank.
Even in the scalar case, Theorem 4.1 has interesting implications for questions on division in the convolution algebra £'(lR) and the Paley-Wiener algebra PW(<C). We end this section with an overview of these results. 
The convolution operator o- [F] , corresponding to F, is a differential-difference operator with point delays. As a consequence of the results in the next section, such an operator is surjective, unless o- [F] is the zero operator. Application of Corollary 4.5 yields the desired result.
Remark 4.7 In [BD] , a much stronger result is obtained: if the quotient of two exponential polynomials is an entire function, this quotient may be written as the quotient of an exponential polynomial and an ordinary polynomial, by cancellation of common factors in numerator and denominator. This result has interesting consequences for autoregressive delay-differential systems (see [HI] ). In the proof, the result of Example 4.6 plays a significant role (see [HI, Theorem A.I] ).
As already noted in Section 2, convolution systems fit into the framework of AR-systems over rings, described in [HI] , by choosing the ring n = £'(IR), and considering the space £(JR.) of all time-trajectories under consideration as a module M over the ring n. In [HI] , a solution to the problem of system equivalence and system inclusion for AR-systems over rings was obtained, in terms of division properties over a ring extension RM of R, explicitly depending on the module M. For the class of AR-convolution systems considered here, the ring RM takes the following form an extension. This indicates that for convolution systems the approach established in [HI] is completely in accordance with the more direct method developed in the present paper.
Surjectivity of convolution operators and (bi)-invertibility
In the previous section we have seen that surjectivity of the convolution operator representing the behavior of a system is a necessary and sufficient condition for being able to translate system inclusion into division properties over the ring [' (JR 
Theorem 5.3 ([E3]) Let FE £'(JR). Then the convolution operator O"[F] : £(JR) --+ £(JR) is surjective if and only~f its Fourier transform F F is slowly decreasing. _
The statement of Theorem 5.3 seems the solution to the surjectivity problem. Unfortunately, the condition that F F is slowly decreasing is often hard to verify, even in relatively simple situations, like delay-differential systems with point delays. Instead we would prefer a method to identify a large class of convolution operators that are of practical interest (e.g. delay-differential operators with point-and distributed time-delays), and satisfy the surjectivity condition. For this purpose, the condition of Malgrange appears more appropriate.
Here the problem is, given F E E' (JR.) , to find a so-called fundamental solution G E V'(JR.), satisfying F * G = 15 0 .
In order to obtain a rich class of surjective convolution operators a [F] , FE E'(JR.), on the basis of Malgrange's theorem, we introduce the spaces V~(JR.) and V~(JR.): (23) where supp(¢) denotes the support of the distribution ¢ E V'(lR).
The space V~(lR) may be considered as the topological dual of the space E_(lR), consisting of all functions x E E(lR), with support bounded on the right. Every F E V~(lR) corresponds to a convolution operator a_ [F] on E_(lR), defined by
(a_[F]x)(t) = F(atx).
For F I , F 2 E V~(lR), the classical convolution product defined in [S3, Chapter VI] satisfies a_[FI * F 2 ] = a_ [Fda_[F2] , and therefore the convolution algebra (V~(lR), +, *) may be considered as an extension of the convolution algebra (E'(lR),+,*) of Definition 2.6. As a consequence of Titchmarsh's convolution theorem, the convolution algebra (V~(lR), +, *) has no zero divisors.
By swapping all + and -signs in the previous paragraph, one immediately verifies that the convolution algebra (V~(lR),+,*) exhibits exactly the same properties as (V~(lR),+,*).
In particular,·V~(lR) is the topological dual of the space E+ (lR), consisting of all functions x E E(lR) with support bounded on the left, and every F E V~(lR), corresponds to a convolution operator Both V~(lR) and V~(JR) are extensions of the space E'(JR), and we have E'(JR) = V~(JR) n V~(JR).
Lemma 5.4 Let F E E'(JR). If F is invertible over V~(JR) or V~(lR), then a[F] : E(JR) ---+ E(JR) is surjective.
Proof: By the definition of invertibility, there exist G+ E V~(JR) or G_ E V~(lR) such that F * G+ = 15 0 or F * G_ = 15 0 . So the assertion follows from Theorem 5.1.
• In comparison with invertibility over the space V' (lR) of all Schwartz distributions, it is of course a limitation only to consider distributions in V~(lR) or V~(lR) as inverses. However, there are several reasons why this restriction is useful. Unlike V' (JR), the spaces V~(lR) and V~(lR) are convolution algebras and exhibit a ring structure; they may be considered as integral domains. Furthermore, the verification of the invertibility of elements of V~(JR) and V~(JR) is facilitated by the fact that invertibility over these convolution algebras is determined by the behavior of a distribution at the boundary of its support. In this context we introduce the minimal and maximal support for elements in V~(lR) and V~(JR), respectively. Definition 5.5 For F l E V~(lR) and F 2 E V~(IR) we define minsupp(F l ) . ' -inf{t It E supp(Fd}, maxsupp(F 2 ) .-sup{tit E supp(F 2 )}.
(24) (25) In particular, for F E [/(IR)\{O}, both minsupp(F) and maxsupp(F) are well-defined, and designate the minimal and maximal element of the compact support of F, respectively. For F = 0 we define minsupp(F) = 00 and maxsupp(F) = -00.
Lemma 5.6 Let F, G E V~(IR). Then minsupp(F * G) = minsupp(F) + minsupp (G) . (26) Of course the same result is valid for distributions in V~(IR), provided that in (26) minsupp is replaced by maxsupp. The proof is a straightforward consequence of the so-called
Titchmarsh-Lions theorem ([L]) on the supports of distributions in [/(IR).
Proof of Lemma 5.6: Let F, G E V~(IR)\{O}, and choose nonzero distributions F l , G l E [/(IR) and F 2 , G2 E V~(IR) such that
(ii) minsupp(Fd < minsupp(F 2 ) and minsupp(G l ) < minsupp(G 2 ).
Then
Since F l , G l E [/(lR), we know from [L, Theoreme 7] that the convex hull ofsupp(F l *Gd is the sum of the convex hulls of supp(Fd and supp(Gd. So in particular minsupp(F l * G l ) = minsupp(Fl) + minsupp(Gd·Furthermore, for any r/J, ' l/J E V~(lR) we have supp(r/J * 'l/J) c supp(r/J) + supp('l/J) (see e.g. [S3, p. 172] ), whence
Using Lemma 5.6, the following perturbation result is obtained; it gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the invertibility of distributions in V~(IR).
Proposition 5.7 Let F E V~(IR)\{O}. Then F is invertible over V~(lR) if and only if there exist
F l , F2 E V~(IR) such that (i) F = F l + F 2 , (ii) minsupp(Fl) = minsupp(F) < minsupp(F2), (iii) F l
is invertible over V~(lR).
Proof: "Necessity" If F is invertible over V~(lR), then F l = F and F 2 = 0 satisfy (i), (ii) , and (iii).
"Sufficiency" Let F l , F 2 E V~(lR) such that (i), (ii) , and (iii) are satisfied. We write
, and define G := F ll * F 2 . Since F ll * F l = 8 0 , we have minsupp(F ll ) = -minsupp(F l ), and therefore
It remains to show that (8 0 + G) is invertible over the convolution algebra V~(lR), with the Neumann series I:~=o(_l)nGn as the inverse.
Since minsupp(Gn) = n . minsupp (G) , and minsupp(G) > 0, it follows that for every x E E_(lR), the series I:~=o(-l)nGn(x) consists of a finite number of nonzero terms. At first sight, the characterization of all invertible elements of V~(lR) in Proposition 5.7
doesn't seem very interesting, because it requires that in the decomposition F = F l + F 2 the distribution F l is itself invertible over V~(lR). Apparently, the invertibility of F is completely determined by the structure of F around minsupp(F). The next result indicates that the presence of a singularity at the minsupport of a distribution is necessary for its invertibility over V~(lR). [M, p. 315] .
• The previous observations indicate that the question of invertibility of a distribution FE E'(lR) (and thus ofsurjectivity of the corresponding convolution operator a [F] ) is highly related to the so-called singular support of F. This is the smallest closed set outside which F is a COO-function. The explicit relationship between singular supports and the surjectivity of convolution operators was established by Hormander in [H4] . For the application of the perturbation result of Proposition 5.7, a large class of distributions is required, that are known to be invertible over V~(lR) • Since all nonzero distributions F E £'(IR) with discrete support belong to 5 (and are thus bi-invertible), every nonzero linear delay-differential operator with point delays maps £(IR) surjectively onto £(IR). In fact, the set 5 of bi-invertible distributions is much larger, because the choice of the distribution ¢ in (29) is completely free, provided that supp(¢) is a compact subset of the open interval (a, jJ). Note that this last requirement is only a sufficient condition for bi-invertibility, but not a necessary one.
Example 5.13 Consider equation (1) on page 3 with m = 1, Le. only one variable x is involved. The left hand side of (1) Although the family a [5] of all convolution operators corresponding to distributions contained in 5 includes a considerable amount of delay-differential operators with distributed time-delays, the restriction on the support of ¢ in (29) implies that the location of the distributed delays is not arbitrary. Using the fact that the set of all bi-invertible distributions in £'(IR) is a saturated multiplicative group, the set 5 may be extended by considering suitable quotients of elements in 5. In this way, the restrictions on the delay-interval of the delay operators with distributed time-delays 'may be relieved considerably. 
The convolution operator O" [F] corresponding to F is a delay operator with distributed timedelay, given by
O"[F] : £(lR) --+ £(lR): (O"[F]x)(t) =10. x(t + T) dT, (t E lR).
Although the notion of bi-invertibility is considerably more restrictive than that of invertibility over 1J'(lR), bi-invertible distributions have also interesting advantages. For example, in their proofs of surjectivity, neither Malgrange, nor Ehrenpreis, nor Hormander describe an explicit solution method for an inhomogeneous convolution equation. Bi-invertibility gives us this possibility.
Assume that F E £'(lR) is bi-invertible, with inverses G+ E 1J~(lR) and G_ E 1J~(lR).
Let y E £(lR), and suppose that we want to find x E £(lR) such that O" [F] 
• In the proof of Proposition 5.18, G = G+ -G_ E V'(lR) may be considered as a linear functional on V(lR). Defining the corresponding convolution operator adG] by Proposition 5.18 states that if FE E'(lR) is bi-invertible, then ker(a[F]) = Im(ac [G] ).
Example 5.19 Consider F = 00 -01 E £'(lR). Then F is bi-invertible with G+ = L~=o On E V~(lR) and G_ = -L~=1 O-n E V~(lR). Clearly, a [F] = l-a1 is a difference operator acting on E(lR), and ker(a [F] ) consists of all periodic functions in E(lR), with period 1. Application of Proposition 5.18 yields an alternative characterization of this behavior: every periodic function ¢ E E(lR) with period 1 may be written as
for some ' IjJ E V(lR). With somewhat more effort one may prove that the choice of'IjJ E V(lR) such that (31) holds, may be restricted to all ' IjJ E V(lR) with support in the interval [0,1 + c]
(E > 0). So we come to the interesting result that every I-periodic function ¢ E E(lR) may be written as the sum of all integer translations of a function ' IjJ E V(lR), with compact support of length slightly larger than 1.
Despite the existence of necessary and sufficient conditions in the literature, the characterization of the set of all distributions F E £'(JR), for which the corresponding convolution operator O" [F] is surjective, remains a difficult problem. This is partially due to the (lack of) algebraic structure of this set: like any set of invertible elements of an algebra, it is closed under (convolution-) multiplication, but not under -addition. This implies that this set is not a subring or ideal in £'(JR), but only a multiplicative group;
In this section we therefore chose a more pragmatic approach. We presented some sufficient conditions for surjectivity in terms of invertibility over the convolution algebras 'D~(JR) and 'D~(JR). It was shown that these properties are determined by the behavior of a distribution at the boundary of its support. Furthermore, we combined both invertibility conditions, by introducing the notion of bi-invertibility, and described a large class of bi-invertible distributions SQ, for which the corresponding convolution operators are differential-difference operators with both point and distributed time-delays. In this way, an extensive class of delay-differential operators was proven to be surjective.
Remark 5.20 The proof that the convolution operator O" [F] , corresponding to an element F E SQ, has a surjective action on £(JR), is to a large extent constructive. For every F E SQ, combination of the proof of Proposition 5.7 with formulas (27) and (28) 6 Testing system inclusion and system equivalence In this section, we reconsider the question of system equivalence from a practical point of view. Given two system representations P E £'(JR)nxm and Q E £'(JR)qxm, we will present a test to verify whether the corresponding behaviors ker(O" [P] ) and ker{O" [Q] ) are contained in each other. If possible, we want to find also the transformation matrix T E £'(JR)qxn such that Q = T * P. Under some mild conditions on the matrices P and Q, these problems are solved by combining the results of Section 4 and Section 5.
Throughout this whole section we assume that the matrix P E £'(JR)nxm is of full row rank. Although the results on system equivalence developed in Section 4 are also valid if this condition is violated, the verification of system equivalence becomes far more complicated and is beyond the scope of this section. If P has full row rank, Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 4.2 imply that system inclusion may be translated into division properties over the ring £'(JR), provided that O" [P] : £(JR)m --+ £(JR)n is surjective. To test this condition of surjectivity, we have to extend the monovariable results of Section 5 to the multivariable case. This will not be done in full generality; instead we present two different conditions -that guarantee surjectivity. In the first approach it is assumed that the matrix P contains an n x n block, whose determinant corresponds to a surjective convolution operator. In this situation, system inclusion is tested in a way, similar to the one described in [HI] . Subsequently we will derive an alternative method, based on a generalization of Malgrange's surjectivity condition (Theorem 5.1) to the multivariable case. 
_
Combining Corollary 6.2 with the surjectivity tests for scalar convolution operators, developed in Section 5, we obtain a test for the surjectivity of multivariable convolution operators. Of course, this approach leads to a sufficient condition only, and not to a necessary one.
Using a square block PI of P with det(Pr) i' 0, Cramer's rule facilitates also the search for the transformation matrix T, transforming the system representation P into an other equivalent one. 
T E £'(JR)qxn if and only if F(Qr) . F(adj(Pr)) H(qqxn F(det(Pr))
E .
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(33) '(det(P 1 ) ) is the product of a polynomial and an exponential function, only a finite number of pole-zero cancellations occurs. Sometimes a drastic reduction of the number of pole-zero cancellations is possible. If both numerator and denominator are exponential polynomials, and their quotient is an entire function, this quotient may be written as the quotient of an exponential-and an ordinary polynomial, by cancellation of common factors in numerator and denominator (see [BD] ). In [H1, Theorem 5.11] an algorithm was presented to compute this common factor, thus reducing the number of points in which a pole-zero cancellation has to be tested, from an (in principle) infinite number of points to a finite number of points. This makes the problem algorithmically tractable.
If none of the principal minors of the matrix P is proven to correspond to a surjective convolution operator, the tests for surjectivity and system inclusion, described in Corollary 6.2 and after Lemma 6.4, respectively, are not applicable. In this situation, further results are obtained by generalizing Malgrange's invertibility condition (Theorem 5.1) to the multivariable case.
Theorem 6.5 Let P E E'(lR)nxm, and assume that there exists a matrix R E V'(lR)mxn, such that P *R = 15 0 , In, i. e. P is right-invertible over V' (lR) . Then the convolution operator alP] : E(lR)m -r E(lR)n is surjective.
In [M] Theorem 6.5 was stated without proof. Note that the theorem gives a sufficient condition for surjectivity only. In the monovariable case it was shown (see [E3] ) that the same condition is necessary also. Necessity of the condition in the multivariable case is -to the knowledge of the authors-an open problem. , Our proof of Theorem 6.5 is based on the same ideas as the corresponding one in the monovariable case (see [MD, but handling the multivariable situation also requires some additional technicalities, not included in [M] . We start by introducing the notion of equicontinuity for subsets of the space E'(lR). For this purpose, we denote the countable set of seminorms, generating the Fnkhet topology on E(lR) by {Pn I n E N U {O}}, with [-n,n] [-n, n] 
• Proof of Theorem 6.5: Let P E £'(JR)nxm and assume that there exists an R E 1J'(JR)mxn, 
. , Pn)£I(IR)'
For every i E I there exists T i E £'(JR)n such that Si = Ti * P. First we show that for all i E I, supp(1i) is contained in a fixed compact subset of R Since P has full row rank, P contains an n x n block P a such that det (P a ) i= O. Without loss of generality we assume that P a is the first n x n block of P, i.e. P = (P a I P b ). Multiplying Si = Ti * P from the right with the m x n matrix ( ad j 6 P a ) ), we obtain
Since P is fixed, there exist compact subsets L I C JR and L 2 C JR, such that supp(adj(P a )) C L l and supp(det(P a )) C L2. Furthermore, for all i E I, supp(Sd is contained in the fixed compact set K. Combining (36) with the support theorem of Lemma 5.6, applied to every entry of the row Ti, we conclude that there exists a fixed compact set V C JR, such that
To prove the claim, we recall that Si = T i *P, so, after multiplication with the matrix R, we have Ti = Si * R in 1)'(JR)n. Since (Si) iEI converges weak-star to Sin £'(JR)m, it follows that (TdiEI converges weak-star to T = S * R in 1)'(JR)n. To prove that T E £'(JR)n, observe that SUpp(Ti) C V for all i E I, hence supp(T) C V. We conclude that (Si)iEI converges weak-star to Sin ['(JR)m, (1i)iEI converges weak-star to T in 1)'(JR)n (but T E £'(JR)n), and Si = Ti * P for all i E I, so S = T * P, and thus S E (PI, .. 
. ,Pn)£'(IR)'
• Once a right-inverse of the matrix P E £'(JR)nxm over 1)'(JR) has been found, the problem of system inclusion has a straightforward solution. (IR) qxn such that Q = T * P. After right multiplication with the matrix R, the matrix T satisfies T = Q * R.
• Despite the fact that a right-inverse of P over 1J'(IR) is not necessarily unique, Proposition 6.8 indicates that if P is right-invertible over 1J'(IR), and ker(a[P]) C ker(a[Q]), then Q *R is independent of the choice of the right inverse R E 1J'(lR)mxn.
Unfortunately, the derivation of a right-inverse over 1J' (IR) is a difficult problem in general, because 1J'(IR) is not a convolution algebra. With the following construction, this matrix inversion problem is reduced to the verification of right-invertibility of a single row. Proof: Let P a ; denote the n x n block of P, corresponding to minor mi, (i = 1, ... ,N).
-- i=l satisfies P * R = 2:f::1 ai * P * a~) = 2:f::l ai * mi . I = 00 . I. (38) • Note that the proof of Lemma 6.9 is constructive. If al, ... ,aN E 1J'(IR) have been obtained, such that (37) holds, then formula (38) may be used to construct a right-inverse of P over 1J' (IR).
In utmost generality, condition (37) is still difficult to check. By restricting the choice of the coefficients aI, ... ,aN to one of the convolution algebras 1J~(IR) or 1J~(IR), this problem is simplified considerably. In these situations, condition (37) is not only a sufficient but also a necessary condition for right-invertibility over 1J~(IR) and 1J~(IR), respectively. Lemma 6.10 Let P E ['(IR)nxm, and assume that P is of full row rank. Let ml, ... ,mN denote the n x n minors of P. Let L+ and L_ be the ideals generated by ml, ... ,mN in 1J~(IR) and 1J~(IR), respectively. Then P is right-invertible over 1J~(IR) if and only L+ = 1J~(IR). Similarly, P is right-invertible over 1J~(IR) if and only if L_ = 1J~(IR).
• •
Proof: Sufficiency follows with the 13ame construction (38) as in the proof of Lemma 6.9. Necessity is a direct consequence of the Binet-Cauchy formula (see e.g. [G, p. 9] ). For example, if R E V~(IR)mxn satisfies P * R = 6 0 1, then 6 0 may be written as the sum of products of n X n minors of P and R, r~spectively:
Note that the necessity argument above is not valid for V' (1R) because V' (1R) is not a convolution algebra. Therefore the full size minors of a matrix over V'(IR) are not defined. Here the first advantage of the convolution algebras V~(1R) and V'-(1R) occurs; for these integral domains the multivariable problem of right-invertibility of a matrix may be transformed into a condition on a scalar ideal. Moreover, in Section 5 we have seen that in the monovariable case, i.e. for F E £' (1R), invertibility over V~(1R) and V'-(1R) is determined by the behavior of the distribution F at the boundaries of its support. This gives some intuition how the conditions I+ = V~(IR) and I_ = V'-(IR) may be verified in practical situations. To check whether I+ = V~(1R), it suffices to show that the ideal I+ contains an element of the form p( -6b) * 60. + ¢, with p E qs] and ¢ E V~(IR), with minsupp(¢) > a (see Proposition 5.7).
The condition I_ = V'-(1R) is tested completely analogously. In this way we obtain, by combining Proposition 6.8 and Lemma 6.9, a constructive method to test system inclusion.
Remark 6.11 Instead of Proposition 6.8, one may also use Proposition 6.3 to solve the problem of system inclusion. In this approach, the existence of a matrix R E V'(IR)mxn such that. P * R = 6 0 . I is still required, but construction of this matrix R is not necessary. To verify the existence of a matrix T over £'(IR) such that Q = T * P, matrix equation (32) is used, instead of taking T = Q * R. Note however that if none of the principal minors of the matrix P corresponds to a surjective convolution operator, the method of Lemma 6.4 can not be used to solve matrix equation (32).
Once a test for system inclusion has been established, the verification of system equivalence is straightforward. and only if there exists an S E £'(IR)nx q such that P = S * Q. By assumption, Q = T * P, so P = S *T * P, and thus S *T = In, because P has full row rank.
(ii) If additionally Q has full row rank (cf. Proposition 4.2), then P = S * T * P and Q = T * S * Q imply that S * T = In and T * S = Iq • Hence q = nand T is invertible over £'(IR).
Generalization of the choice of the signal space
In this section we discuss an extension of the theory on equivalence of behavioral representations as explained in the previous sections. There, the signal space was taken to be £(IR)m, with mEN the number of variables involved. In this section we show that £(IR) can be replaced by many other spaces, while keeping the same behavior inclusion relations. For that the interpretation of the convolution equation a[P]x = 0 is adapted in a natural way. We introduce the notion of translatable Frechet space, which was developed by one of the authors in the university memorandum [E4], and which is described also in the thesis [R2] . Examples of translatable Fn §chet spaces are the space C(IR) of all continuous functions on IR, and the spaces Lfoc(lR) , p~1, of locally p-Lebesgue integrable functions on R These spaces are frequently used in a system theoretic context.
We take the following definition as starting point of the discussion of this section. In this definition we use the notation < </H P, X >m for ¢ E V(IR)n, x E V' (lR)m, and P E £' (lR)nxm: (39) Definition 7.1 Let V be a subspace of V'(IR) and let P E £'(IR)nxm. Then by Nv(P) we denote the subspace of V m defined by
The elements of Nv(P) are said to be the weak solutions of the convolution equation
First we show that N£(y!') (P) = ker(a [P] ) , so that the definition of weak solutions is consistent. For that we recall Lemma 2.15 (iii), and observe that for all x E £(IR)m, ¢ E V(IR)n and P E £'(IR)nxm: 
Hence afx E Nv(P) for all t E JR.
In order to impose a topology on V we choose a locally convex topology with the same structure as the topology of t'(JR). Defining iin = ql + ... + qn we obtain a linearly ordered collection of seminorms {iin I n E N}, that is equivalent with the collection {qn I n E N}. So henceforth, without loss of generality, we assume the collection {qn In E N} to be ordered.
The next condition guarantees that Nv(P) is closed.
Condition C: For all </J E V(JR), the linear functional x 1---7< </J, x > is continuous on V; put differently,
Another way of formulating this condition is: the inclusion from V into V'(JR) is continuous, where V' (JR) carries the weak-star-topology.
The proof that Nv(P) is closed in v m for the product topology is fairly simple now. Let (xkhEN be a sequence in Nv(P), with limit x E V m . Then for all j = 1, ... ,m, the sequence (xk,jhEN of the j-th components of (Xk) converges to X,j E V as k -t 00. Consequently, for all ' IjJ E V(JR) we have < 'IjJ, Xk,j >----7< 'IjJ, X,j > as k -t 00, and m n m n < </J * P,x >m L L < </J. e * P.ej,X,j >= k lim LL < </J. e * P.ej,Xk,j >= ---+00
j=l.e=l j=l.e=l = lim < </J * P,Xk >m= 0, k---+oo for all </J E V(JR)n, so that x E Nv(P).
In order to guarantee that 
we impose a condition on the group (aV,t)tEIR, where aV,t denotes the restriction of the translation operator at defined on V'(JR) to the space V. It induces a relation between the Frechet topology of V and the group (aV,t)tEIR.
Condition D: The group (av,dtEIR is a co-group, i.e. for all t E JR the mapping aV,t IS continuous from V into V and for all x E V, the function Jax, defined by (JaX)(t) = av,tx , is continuous from JR into V.
(t E JR), Condition D will lead eventually to the conclusion that Nv(P) n E(JR)m = V m n ker (o-[P] )
is dense in Nv(P).
First we prove that for all compact subsets K C JR, the collection {o-V,t I t E K} is equicontinuous. So, let C(JR, V) denote the space of all continuous functions from JR into V, endowed with the locally convex topology generated by the seminorms .
Sn(j) = max qn(j(t)), tE [-n,n] n EN, f E C (JR, V).
Then C(JR, V) is a Fnkhet space and J a maps V into C(JR, V). Since Xk -----+ x in V and JaXk -----+ f in C(JR, V) imply that o-V,tXk -----+ f(t), by continuity of o-V,t it follows that f = Jax, and so J a has closed graph. 
is dense in Nv(P). So, in order to get the equivalence (42) we need one additional condition: £(IR) has to be a subspace of V.
Condition E: V n £(IR) = £(IR).
The above discussion brings us quite naturally to the definition of the following concept. (JR) lead to a verifiable test for system inclusion, and are very similar to the conditions for system equivalence that are known for linear time-invariant systems described by ordinary linear differential equations. In fact, the results developed in this paper may be considered as an extension of these classical results, because for AR-systems over JR[ft] the surjectivity condition on the system defining operator is automatically satisfied.
All results in this paper were developed for systems with time axis JR, i.e. for 1-D systems.
Although the generalization to the n-D case seems straightforward, one has to pay a price: some of the mathematics involved becomes considerably more complicated. Whereas in Chapter 2 the generalization of Theorem 2.5 to the n-D case is merely routine, the PaleyWiener algebra PW (C) in Definition 2.11 has to be replaced by an algebra PW (C n ) ['(JRn) . Also the results on distributions and their supports (Theorems 5.1 and 5.3, and Lions's support theorem) immediately carryover to the n-D case, because they were originally developed for this situation (see [E3] , [M] , [L] ). In fact, in [E3] and [M] , Ehrenpreis and Malgrange apply these results to the study of systems described by linear partial differential equations. So, at first sight, it seems that our approach also solves the problem of system equivalence for this type of systems. Unfortunately, this is in general not the case, because for n-D systems it remains difficult to verify whether the range of the system defining convolution operator is closed. Translation to a surjectivity condition is not an option in general, because for n-D systems the matrix P will typically not have full row rank. Therefore also the results of Chapter 6 are only of limited interest in the n-D case, despite the fact that most of them (Corollary 6.2, Proposition 6.3, Theorem 6.5, Proposition 6.8) may be generalized to systems over [1(JR n ) . We conclude that more research is necessary to come to a satisfactory solution to the problem of system equivalence for n-D autoregressive convolution systems.
